These Marks are registered by Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

The font for all letters in the UL Mark is Helvetica Condensed Black, except for the trademark symbol (®), which is Helvetica Condensed Medium. The minimum height of the registered trademark symbol ® shall be 3/64 of an inch. When the overall diameter of the UL Mark is less than 3/8 of an inch, the trademark symbol may be omitted if it is not legible to the naked eye.

Please note:
- The “MX” identifier shall be adjusted to the width and height noted by the indicated proportions.
- The official NOM Mark does not have a specific font; design should be according to the dimensions key.
- The proportions and design of the official NOM Mark are to comply with the requirements set forth in NOM-106-SCFI.
- The word “RECONSTRUIDO” shall only be used for rebuilt products certified under NOM Certification Scheme number VI or by batch under NOM Certification Scheme number VII.
- The size of the word “RECONSTRUIDO” – meaning “rebuilt” and to be used only in Spanish for such types of products – is dictated by the total width of the NOM official mark. The height of the word “RECONSTRUIDO” is proportional to the total width of the NOM official mark.

No other fonts are acceptable.